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Political shocks abroad ⇒ house price appreciation in US

• Interpretation: foreign political risk shocks lead to capital flows to the
US that drive up house prices

• Concentrated in areas with a high population from crisis country

• Foreign investors have preferred habitat

• Interesting paper with potential

• Strength: much broader sample than existing papers (Sá, 2016;
Badarinza and Ramadorai, 2018; Cvijanovic and Spaenjers, 2018; Davids
and Georg, 2019)

• Cost: evidence is indirect

• Can do much more to answer the key question:

How much does this matter for the local economy and welfare?
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1. The shock

Shock to zip code i at time t

FDi,t =
∑
c

Fi,c ·∆Polc,t

• Fi,c =
FBi,c

FBUSA,c
is the fraction of people from country c living in zip code i

• Scale by total population of zip code i instead

• Include narrative account of the major shocks driving your results

• Or use narrative shocks for cleaner and clearer identification
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2. How large is the effect?

• How much of the aggregate variation in prices can foreign capital inflows
explain?

• How does this vary across the city size distribution?

• Does this really matter for medium-sized cities?

• Paper argues that effects are as strong outside of major MSAs!
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3(a) What are the channels?

• Does the shock only affect housing market by increasing demand from
foreign investors and reducing net supply for locals?

• Pure flight to safety of foreign capital

• Political instability can also coincide with present and/or future
immigration to the same areas

• Examine changes in population

• Local residents from origin country may also invest more locally and less
internationally

• Look at volume, fraction OOT, and number of mortgage originations
(county deeds records/HMDA)

• Pure foreign inflows implies increase in volume from OOT but not in
number of loans
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3(b) What are the channels?

• Does inflow also affect other sectors?

• Inflows can affect financing conditions for local businesses

• If not, inflow leads to real appreciation, lowering competitiveness

• Mian, Sufi, and Verner (2018) develop a test to distinguish whether a
financial shock is a demand or supply shock

• Dynamics of non-tradable/tradable employment and prices

• Form of inflow matters for welfare
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4. How strong are the housing supply effects?

• Key margin for welfare (Favilukis and Van Nieuwerburgh, 2018)

(a) House prices (b) Housing supply (permits)
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4. How strong are the housing supply effects?

• Strength of paper: Large number of cities potentially affected by many
foreign shocks

• ⇒ Explore heterogeneity!

• Other studies can’t do this because they focus on one city

• How do price and supply responses differ across cities with inelastic and
elastic housing supply?

• What about rents and reallocation?

• Rental data available from Zillow

• In theory, more elastic housing supply limits the decline in affordability
and welfare for locals

• Would laxer land-use restrictions “solve” the problem?
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Conclusion

• Promising paper on an interesting and policy-relevant question

• Lots of potential given rich variation

• Authors can do much more to trace out effects on: volume, originations,
sectoral employment reallocation, wages and local prices, rents, and
housing supply

• Estimate how much these inflows matter for the local economy as a
whole and for welfare
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Thank you!
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